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OTT bypass is a formidable business challenge for telcos. It 
differs from a conventional bypass in its mode of operation and 
ability to land calls on an end user’s (mobile subscriber’s) device, 
avoiding detection despite using the telecom operator’s data 
network.

In a conventional bypass scenario, fraudulent entities use 
gateway devices usually known as SimBox devices that use the 
landing operator’s SIM cards. These devices convert an interna-
tional call from VoIP into GSM, CDMA or PSTN using the corre-
sponding voice technology which in turn appears as a local call to 
the end user landing on the telco’s network. This bypass usually 
takes place in the same country as that of the telco (the last or 
penultimate leg of call termination). There are mechanisms to 
effectively detect this bypass, such as the use of a test call gener-
ator combined with analytics and fraud management systems.

However, with advances in network technologies (2G to 3G to 
4G) and operators migrating to high speed data offerings, call 
termination mechanisms have become more complex and 
consequently, bypass scenarios have followed suit. The situation 
becomes even more complex as Viber, a leading OTT player, has 
repositioned itself to act as an interconnect partner offering to 
terminate calls on its mobile application. The legalities of this 
interconnect are dubious as no regulatory body accepts an OTT 
service provider as an interconnect service provider. Yet, Viber 
continues to provide its app and services for free. Earlier, Viber 
IN calls were enabled by default, while now, user consent is 
required during installation of the app. Once Viber IN is enabled, 
Viber can land any call on the app and the call will skip the 
conventional voice interconnect channel altogether. This causes 
huge revenue losses for telcos because for international calls, 
the cost of termination is very high. Besides, Viber also rides on 
the telco’s data network to facilitate landing of such calls.

What makes the situation even more critical is that there is no 
mechanism for a telco to detect Viber In or OTT bypass occurring 
on the network. Landing a call on VoIP also effectively erases call 
data or information validating the origination point (origination 
country and network), caller number (A number). Several 
countries are incorporating changes in their telecom regulations 
to address this bypass by issuing stricter guidelines for OTT 
players and interconnect service providers. As this is an ongoing 

process, telcos remain vulnerable, bleeding revenue. Here is the 
quick summary of impact of OTT Bypass:

      Reduced Operators’ call revenues
      Reduced Tax Revenues for Regulators
      Negative Customer Experience due to unexpected charges and 
      quality of service issues
      Personal Security Issues

Although, there have been a few approaches taken up by industry 
and vendors, there have been the following challenges to tackling 
OTT Bypass:
      Legal and Regulatory Complexity
      Market Risk Complexity
      Lack of Awareness/ Technical complexity
      Limited Vendor Solutions
      Fragmented Industry Approach

Here are a couple of solution approaches that operators and 
vendors can take:
a) Test Calling Based Solutions: This solution approach is inexpensive 
and easy to set up. It provides the initial view of potential scale of 
infection and provides the rapid results. However, the results are 
indicative and it is measurement focused.
 
b) DPI Based Solutions: This provides more accurate view of level of 
infection and it can identify specific transaction. E.g. distinguish 
Viber-Viber from Viber IN etc. This approach also supports real-time 
blocking. However, it requires network level integration protocol 
library updates are required and hence a bit complex. 

In short, OTT Bypass poses a significant threat to operator revenues. 
Although, currently the focus is largely on 1 OTT Player; it is highly 
likely others will follow if the business model is proven to be increas-
ing the problem. General lack of awareness, an inconsistent 
approach by Industry groups & the complexities of the Legal & 
Regulatory aspects of OTT Bypass has slowed down the response to 
the issue. Operators, who have not considered this already, should 
undertake a fraud risk assessment, consider potential responses to 
OTT Bypass and take a suitable solution approach in order to take 
care of this issue.
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